
Drumseeder XL
“Seeding in one touch!”

Block-O-Matic B-600
“The new soil blocking”

Visser introduces the Block-O-Matic B-600, a completely new 
soil blocker of a very experienced soil blocking machine 
manufacturer. The new soil blocker is a very effective, 
efficient and high quality machine. The soil blocking 
results of the Block-O-Matic B-600 are of a quality level
matching the progress in all horticultural techniques and 
products. The block provides a differentiating quality and the 
machine offers you more options than ever before. The newest 
Visser soil blocker has a capacity of 550-600 boxes per hour. 

Why the Block-O-Matic B-600? 
The new soil blocker provides you with a new soil elevator and 
mixing technique which makes the soil block:
1.  More compact
2.  Free from soil cracks in the bottom

a Up to 600 boxes per hour

a Innovative soil mixing technique

a Compact, perfectly straight block

Why the Block-O-Matic B600?

soil blocking

The best soil block in the market“
”

Another feature of the Block-O-Matic B-600 is the laser welded 
pressing  die applied for producing the soil blocks. Due to the
laser  weld there are no fusions in the die (as occurs with
traditional  welding), which provides you with a perfectly
straight soil block. This new technology, combined with the
new  mixing technology provides you with a unique uniform
result.  The Block-O-Matic B-600 offers the flexibility you
expect from Visser: all  different block sizes can be produces
by easily changing the die. 
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Drumseeder XL
“Seeding in one touch!”

Block-O-Matic B-600 
“The new soil blocking”

Many applications
The soil blocking line holds room for 3 seeders, which can be 
3 different types of seeders, such as: drum seeding, dust type 
seeding, mechanical plate seeding and phytodrip. 

Maintenance
The Block-O-Matic B-600 needs less maintenance. The soil
blocker has been equipped with reliable Lenze motors. 
Also, the new soil blocker has not been fit out with hydraulic
technique which reduces  the required maintenance level. An
extra benefit is that the  boxes to stay clean of oil, which causes 
problems later in the  cultivation process. The 24/7 service with 
Visser makes sure your soil blocker is back in operation as soon
as possible, if any problem would occur unexpectedly. The
Siemens operation makes the service even easier. 
 

Complete line
The Block-O-Matic B-600 provides a completely new process. 
Not just the soil blocker itself has been renewed, but the soil 
lift and the mixing technology as well. Also, the line has been 
equipped with a special box positioning unit. This unit pulls 
every bent crate in a straight position, to makes sure the line 
doesn’t run into any problems due to crates of lesser quality. If 
you are the owner of one of the Visser 8460 soil blocking lines, 
the Block-O-Matic B-600 is perfectly interchangeable.

Handling
For a perfect production result, Visser offers Unifortes (a Viscon 
Group daughter company) industrial tunnel washing lines as 
well, to complete your operation. The washing machines wash 
and dry your crates perfectly, which removes all dirt from the 
crates for a new production cycle.

The Block-O-Matic B-600 is completely up to date and has been
designed in  the new Visser design. 


